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THE EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATE, :&'VJPLOYMENT
AND GROWTH IN A FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONS'l'RAINED ECONOMY

Richard R. Nelson*

I.

INT.RODUCTION

The
place

11

decade of development" bodes turning into a decade of despair.

In

of the optimism regarding the development prospects of the less de

veloped countries that marked the speeches of the early 1960 1 s there is
evolving a sense of helplessness on the part of economists and policy makers
concerned with development both in the poor and advaJ}ced countries.

The de

spair and felt helplessness is rooted, first, in growing awareness that fore
casts and promises of large flows of assistance from the rich to the poor
countries will not be fulfilled.

It is rooted, second, in a developing belief,

sharpened by the urgency of the problem and failure of past attempts to cope,
that without massive assistance the less developed countries can do little on
their mm about lagg_ing growth and rising unemployment.
Colombia's present economic problems or, more saliently, the way these
problems and possible remedies axe perceived, reveal the evolving syndrome of
felt futility.

1

Growth rates have lagged below plans.

ment problem is developing.

A major urban unemploy

Vanek reaches discouraging conclusions regarding

Colom:t,ia's ability to do anything about the lagging growth problem on her own.5

*

•

Yale University and the RAND Corporation. The study from which this
paper evolved was financed partly. through a contract with the Agency for Inter
national Development, partly by the. RAND Corporation. The author is indebted
to Robert Aliber, Paul Johnson, John Koehler, Donald Keesing, Stephen Resnick,
Paul Schultz, and Robert Slighton for useful comments and suggestions.
1For an analysis see R.R. Nelson, A Study of Industrialization in Colombia;
Part I Analysis, RM-5412-AID, the RAND Corporation, December 1967 and R. Slighton,
Urban Unemployment in Colombia: Measurement: Characteristics, and Policy Prob
lems, RM-5393-AID, the RAND Corporation, January--1968.
· 2J. Vanek, Estimating Resource Needs for Economic Development, McGraw Hill,

1967.
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He argues that, given the high import j_ntensity of investment, a substantial
increase in the growth rate requires more import capacity-, (more foreign aid)
and that increased saving would simply increase unemployment while freezing
1i ttle additi.anal imports for investment .. Currie's proposals to increase em•

ployment through public works appear, on their face, to be infeasible because
of the indirect and d:irect require~ents for imports. 1

The foreign exchange

constraint thus is viewed as blocking domestic polic:les to deal with growth
and employment problems.
Colombia's problemr.; may be extreme, but the same syndrome of· problems
and pessimistic analysis exists in Brazil, India, and many other countries.
While, to lend concreteness to the discussion, in the following analysis I
shall occasionally refer to Colombia, the p1·oblem and the analysis are quite
general.
There is no denying that countries like Colombia will have vastly greater

<'0

difficulty in coping with their problems when foreign assistance is scarce than
when it is plentiful.

It is the contention of this paper, however, that at

least part of the felt futility resides in the persistence of looking e.t the
constraints and policy options in terms of a model that is better suited to
re.vealing the payoffs from more assistance than to exploring what can be done
without more assistance.

The blinders of the

11

two gap" model keep attent:i.on

I'

away from the central question of how an economy can learn to cope with an
environment where imports must largely' be financed through exports.

In par-

ticular, it represses a powerful i'nstrument of policy--the effective exchange
rate.
Section II will examine the basic factors and assumptions that lie behind
1
1. Currie, Accelerations Development: The Necessity and the Means,
McGraw Hill, 1967.
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the impotency of domestic policy alone to increase employment and investment
I

that is an implication of the two gap model.

Section III will present a model

that incorporates factor subs ti tution possibilities and fe,ctor prices.

Sec,

tion IV considers how the consumption~-investment-employment choice set is
. influenced by substitution possibilities and the role of prices in determining
what is achievable.

Section V reconsiders the policy options and in particu

lar considers the effective exchange rate as an instrument of poUcy.

_f
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XL

THE EASIC TWO GAP MODEL AND THE IMPLIED
POLICY DILENHA ·

Con side ring fine stru ctur e as wel l as
bas ics. the vari ety of
"gap " mod els is grea t and grow ing. 1
But und erne ath the app aren t dive r
sity > all the gap mod els have a roug hly
equ ival ent

11

two- gap 11 core ,

whic h can be deve lope d in the foll owi
ng ind irec t but illu min atin g way.
Assu ~e that .an economy has ava ilab le
to it four basi c acti viti es:
dom estic prod ucti on of inve stm ent good
s~ imp orts of inve stme nt goo ds,
domes tic pr.oc1uction of cons rnne r goo ds,
and imp orts of· 9ons ume r goo ds.
A unj_t leve l of an acti vity can be chos
en as 11 a dol lar' s.w orth ." All
acti viti es·- requ ire ·imp orts . The two
prod ucti on acti viti es also requ ire
dom estic inpu ts. The acti vity mat rix
is as foll ows :
Act ivit ies

I

1

C

0

Outp ut

1

0

0

1

------- ---~ -------------M
1
.

Inpu t

V

0

0

1

---------1
.

.

0

1
Among the mos t imp orta nt arti cles are:
e
H. Che nery and H. Brun o, 11 Deve1opm
The Case of Isra el," Econ omic Jour i:ia~ ent Al tern atiy es in an Open Economy;
, Harc h 196 2; -,
H, Che nery and A. Stro ut, 11 Fore ign
Ass ista nce and Econ omic J?ev elop men t, 11
Ame rican Econ omic 13.~~ieT:::_, Sept emb er
1966 ;
R. McKinnon, "For eign Exch ange Con stra
ints in Economic Dev elop men t and
Effi cien t Aid and Allo cati on," Econ omic
Jou rnal , June 19611;
and, the Vanek book cite d abov e.

i
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The column headings are the four activitie s, the subscript s,
for productio n and imports respectiv ely.
investmen t goods and consumer goods,
imports, M, and domestic capacity

I

P

and M, stand

The first two rows are output of
and

C.

The last'two rows are use of

V ( for value added) . 1

It is assumed, and

this is important , that productio n of investmen t goods is more import and less
domestic input intensive than productio n of consumer goods. 2

Thus

Assume a given capacity to import, and a given domestic productio n capa
city.

The constrain ts on the activitie s theri·are

For our purposes we thus are ignoring any speciaHz ation of domestic produc
tion capacity between investmen t and consumer goods.
These constrain ts limit the choice set for consumpti on and investmen t
available to the economy to the frontier

a - b - d

in Fig. l.A.

ignpred the two direct import activitie s the frontier would be

If we

a - b - d.

But because import capacity not used up for intermedi ate goods can be directly e
converted , one to one, 'for consumer and capital goods, to the right of
fronit.er is
1

b - d, not

b - c.

b

the

3

rr V and M are measured in dollars, then
1 = 1 - a 1 and b 2= 1 - a 2 •
2
This certainly is so for Colombia and appears so for most less developed
countries . F'or a discussio n of some possible reasons see R. Nelson, A Study
of Industria lization in Colombia: Part I, Analysis, RM 5412--AID, The RAND Cor
poration, December 1967. It probably is not so for more developed countries .
See R. Cooper, 11 The Balance of Payments' ,; in R. Caves et al. ' Brltain Is Eco
nomic Prospects , Brookings , 1960.
3
rr V is measured in\ dollars, then the s101)e of the b-d facet can be
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_(!

If the economy is opera.t:J.ng in the

b

•a

d

r_ange, both d.omer:rtic ca.pa,.

city and import capacity will 'be fully employed, imports will be e..mployed ill

prod.uction of consumer goods and investment goods~ and, in e,ddi tion ~ some

consumer and investment goods will be directly imported.

Along

a - b

il'llport

ca,paci ty will be fillly utilized, but there will be unut:Uized domestic cat,;a

ci ty.

The asymmetxy between imports ancl domestic productio~ capacity is

fundamental to the two-gap model.

Domestic hi.puts need to be complemente d

by imports to produce final product.

vi de

Imports~ in con.trast ~ can di:r.ect;ly pro

final product (as · well a.s ~omplement domes-tic :t nputs) •

The standard two-gap model assumes a conste.nt capital to value added
(or ca,pital-outp u:t) ratio.

Al'bhough labor may be :required in production as

well, it is assumed labor is in excess supply.

With value

a.dded proport:tona l

to ·the capital stock, the increase in value addGd then will be propo1't:lona l
to the amoun.t· of ir.rvestnwnt.

Or (with some changes in units} the earlier

figure really depicts the growth) consumption , opportuniti es open to the eco
nomy at, an.y time.

1

In Fig. l.B~, the investmfmt axis he,s been relabeled and

calibrated, and a "savings" or 11minimal consumption" constraint introduced.
Thus the economy is limited to areas to the right of the savings constraint,

as

well e.s below the t,10 input constraints --that is, to the frontier

e - b - d.

To bring this formulation in line with the m~re conventiona l formula
tion it is necessary to "get rid" of t,he
I

_____

V constraint. 2

This we can do by

C
having the horizontal axis refer. to V
and the vertical axis to the g1·owth
,

can be shown to be -1.
1

Ths slope of the

s1)ec:lficall y, AV = B I.

2
By

11

a - b

a2
facet :ts- -

al

Obviously depreciatio n is being 'ignored.

get :i:'id11 I mean~ of course) to eliminate it as a va.riable in the
f.o:.t'mu,lation of tbe problem, The dome_stic resoUl'Ci;! conat:taint on. production
always wi11 exist (although it may~not always be binding).

.t
ra;·e,

/JV ,
V-

l . 1.i is
. propo
. rt~1.ona.l t
wur.
·o

I .
V

The fo:i;mer

V const raint now be~
.,

comes a const ant in the p1·obl em and over time ( so .long
e.s
not cha.:nge).
11

11

b · and
1

b

2

do

The two const raints in Fig. 2 that can be manip ulated
a.re the

sav'in gs 11 const raint an(l the foreig n excha nge const raint.

Wc1 now have a

canon ical 11 two gap formu lation .
A centr al conce: rn of the tw6 gs;p ana.ly sis is estim
ating the effec ts of

shi:f.'til:ig one or the other of these const: ra:i.nt s.

Regar ding the savtn gs con

strain t~ notic e that the effec t on the grOi·rth :rate of
shifti ng the savln gs

const raint to the left ( reclud ng" minim al
the savin gs consi. ~raint is to the right of'

it is to the left of b.

I

~) is signi fican tly great er when

b. than when (as depic ted above )·

In Colombia the impor t coeff icien t for :i.nvestment

goods appea rs about two and a ht:i,lf times that for consu
mer goods ( this may
actua lJ.y v.nde ~state the dHfe rence ) ; thus the consumer
good cost of a unit

incrca Be in inves tment (or a unit incre ase in the growt h rate)
is two and e.
half ti1:1es as great. to the left of

b

than to the right of

b.

1

Vanek I s

pcr:si mistic concl usion s regar ding Colom bia's abili ty
to incre ase her own

growt h :rate :i.mply that the curre nt posit ion is to the left
of b; thus in
creas ed savin gs (decr eased consumption) will have limit ed
effec t on growt h.
Arid :tf this model cloes refle ct reali ty, not only would
it take a lot of
reduc ed consu mptio n to ga.ln m1ly a little added gr9wt
h, there would also be

risin g unenp loyme nt.

Althot ~gh all of the impor ts relea sed by cuttin g back
'
consu mptio n would be used fol:" inves tment activ ity,
the great er impor t in

tensi ty (less er dome stic j,nput inten sity) of inves tment
means that the do-·

meati c resou rces so releas ed would not be fu1ly reemp loyed
in inves tment .
1see footn ote_3 , p, 5, We n~·e assum ing b~re that l'i.
=.5) a = .2.
1
These are i'ough est11n ates of the direc t and ind1.r .ect
2
dolla r ( or peso) impor t
conte nt pm:· dolla r ( or peso) of i.nves tor and consu mer
goods respe ctive ly in
Colom

bia.

e
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Thus e~~plo::,·i.:12:1t ar.:d growth objectives are in conflict.

The relative returns to

11

more foreign assistance" (holding consumption

consta:i.t) also vary dependlng on whether the economy is operating to the
left or right of 1).

In Fig. 2 not:i.ce how much more the f1 ontier is sh:tfted
4

upward to the le ft , as compared with to the right of

increase in :i.mport capacHy from

M
1

b, as a result of an

to M2 •

In the model, as posed above, an increase in savings, like an increase
in import capacity, will always permit an increase in the growth rate.
it· is misles,ding to say that one or the other of these constraints is

M.nding at m1y time.

1

Thus

~i.

Nf:vertheless there clearly are sharp differences :i.n

the returns to more savings and returns to more :l.rnports ~ in terms cf an en
hance<l growth rate, depending on whether one is to the left or right of
, } In a loose ser'.se one can say that to the right of. b

to the left o:::' b

more import capaclty is needed.

b.

more savings is needed;

This is the spirit of

the tYc)•-gap distincticn.
'l'h'c'! foreie;,1 exchange

II

ga.p," which Vanek ( and others) attempt to esti

ms.te, can be defined as the increase :i.n import capac:l ty needed to achieve
a given e:.cowth target, given the savings constraint.

growth target is

g,

If, in Fig. 2, the

the foreign exchange gap as a function of

V is pro
e

portional to the distance between

M · and
1

M•
2

of assista:1.ce the foreign exchange constraint is

exchange proportional to

That, is, if in the absen<:e
M , an increase in fo::ceign
1

G on the vertical axis will be just sufficient

to enable the growth objective to be met, given the existing savings
1 rn some of the earlier formulations imports used in the p1·oduction
-0f consumer goods were ignored.
Thus a
was assumed to be zero--hence
2
the cm·ve of the import constraint to the left of b is flat. In this
case reducea. consumption does not permit any increase in investment, 01.)Ce
consumer goods j_m11orts have been eliminated (that is, to the left of b) ,
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rate. 1

{As a bonus the unemployment rate would be :reduced as well).

course the

left.

II

Of

gap" would. be smaller if the savtngs constrain:t. could be pc1Slc0:l

But gi Yen that the constraint e,lready is to the left of

b, it talws

a lot of increased savings to gain only a slight reduction in the

11

ga:p."

The two gap model, together with evidence (or assertions) that the
economy· is to the left of

case for more forej_gn aid.

b, is ingeniously well des:i.gned to provide a
But it is diabol:lcally well designed to engender

a sense of helplessness on the part of domestic policy makers :regarding what
they can do ·without additional aid.
allegory is a useful one.

When more aid c·an be wrung, the two gap

When more aid is not likely, it is im.perative to

develop another way of looking at the problem that illuminates additional
options.
The two-gap model assmnes fixed proportions.

For considc:.·ation of

short run options this assumption probably is quite realistic, although even
for ·the_ short run overly strong.

When the focus is on the long run, the

e.ssumpt5.on of no substitution l)ossibili ties clearly is absurd.

Indeed, for

at least the last 20 years the basic thrust of Colombia's industrial de•:eloJ)
ment has been import substitution, and policy has deliberately and effec
tively stimulated this process.

Sever.al of the two-gap models do augment
.f

the basic core with a time trend :i.n the coefficients.
1

specifically, the foreign exchange gap in dollars as a fraction of

al

BG

is the value added to capital ratio,
1.s the import int.en.sity of investment, and M - MJ_ is the vertical distance between
2
the M and. M constraints. This can be shown as follows. The required
2
1
incree.se in the growth rate, given the savings constraint, is G •. This
al
I
G
will require an increase in V
of B.
The import requirements are -G
V

is

where

B

B

Yet wben focusing on the long run, and factor substitution is admitted-

indeed is a major objective of policy--the question of incentives, costs,
and factor prices, repressc~d in the conventional formulation, begs fo'r atten

tion.

Colombia's problems are not new to her; indeed Colombia has been suf

fering from a shortage of 'imports, and a growing unemployment problem, since

the coffee crisis of the mid-1950 1 s, ancl with extreme severity for at least
the last six years.

In such a chronic sHuation the cost of imports relative

to domestic factor prices ought to matter.

Is it possible that Colombia has

compounded her pro1)1.erus ~ and failed to . consider

an

important path
toward
.

· alleviating them, by having too high an effective exchange rate?

-13-

III.

A NEOCLASSICAL INPU'l\ OUTPUT, AND PRICE MODEL

It seems apparent that any model designed to explore the possib_ility
of substituting domestic inputs for imports (and for exploring the possibility
of increasing import capacity through exports) must incorporate explicitly
the following characteristic of th·e Colombian situation.

Imports are largely

intermediate goods in consumer or producer goods industries~ and direct pur
chases of capital goods, mostly machinery.

Thus if one thinks of the economy

as having two sectors--one producing consumer goods, the other concerned with
building new plants and equipment-....;the key substitution possj_bilities are do
mestic reaources--both capital and labor--for imports in both, not substitu
tion of domestically produced consumer goods for imported final consumer goods.
And the analysis of these substitution possibilities must recognize that one
of the c.omest;ic inputs---ca.pital--its elf has an import content.

Similarly in

exploration of export opportunities one must recognize that imports go into
exports, both through intermediate inputs and capital goods, 1
This makes for a rather complicated model.

But it seems essential to

build in this key characteristic explicitly and make simplifications else
where.

One of the major simplifications that has been required is the use

of Cobb-Douglas relat~o,1Ships throughout.

The principal reason is that the

structure of import demand described i;tbove leads to a webb of multiplicative
relationships that are tractable under Cobb-Douglas assumptions, and next to
impossible under other forms.

There certainly are difficulties with using
·,

Cobb--Douglas throughout; in particular one would be tempted to il.ssume a less
than unitary elasticity of substitution between domestic inputs and imports
1

For a more detailed discussion and documentation see Nelson (ibid).

f
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in

·.J.nv-cs t m2n-v.
~ 1

bonus.

However this assmnption does bring one partially offsetting

IJ.'he parameters of a Cobb-Douglas model (like the parameters of a fixed

coefficient) are easily estima.ted.
A second simplifying assumption is that the capital-labor ratio does not
differ for investment and consumption.

More explicitly, it will be assumed

tqat there are three basic inputs--capital, labor; and imports, which are em
ployed in both consumption and investment activity.

However, the domestic

input of capital and labor can be viewed as producing a domestic value added
input as follows:

(1)
where

L and

K stand for labor and capital respectively, and

V is value

added :i.n real terms (the meaning of which will be apparent shortly).
a produ.ctivity index, which may change over time.

A is

Consumption goods are pro-•

duced from domestic inputs of capital and labor, and imports, as follows:
(2)

vhere
i

C and

M are consumer goods and imports and

V was defined above.

is a constant that will not be important in the following analysis; all such

unimporti:mt constants will be denoted by

Z without a subscx·ipt.

New capital

goods, I , are produced according to the following production function:

I= Z Mb Vl-b
I

1

I

_f

(3)

It can be e,rgued that a Cobb-Douglas production function provides a
good first approximation to the substitution possibilities in a more general
neoclassical model, provided that the (arc) elasticity of substitution is not
very low or very high, and the changes in factor prices are not great. See
R.R. Nelson, 11 The CES Production Function and Economic Growth Projections,"
Revievr of Economics and Statistics, August 1965. •

'rhe

Z in Eq. (3) will in general not be the same as in Eq_. (2).

Notj_ce that

both (2) and (3) can also be written in terms of the basic factors of produc
tion.1 ·The simplifying assumption that permits (2) and (3) to be wri"tten :i.n
terms of M and

V

(as well as in

M, L, and K) is not necessary, but very

convenient.
Note that Eg_s. ( 2) . and ( 3) , if ta.ken literally, imply that all imports
are intermediate goods.

However, they can be interpreted as admitting the

possibility of final, as well as intermediate, good imports,, but constraining
the roix of imported and domestic investment and consumption goods than can be
sold (prices will be introduced later).
Also note that the model, if taken literally, assumes that domestic re
sources are perfectly fungible between investment and consumption.
,::":e

(This

also is a characteristic of the basic two-gap model discussed in the prece
ding section).

This is not as b1;td as it seems.

As will be discussed at some

length later, the characteristics of the model imply that domestic resources,
transferred from consumption to investment, or the other way, yield decreasing
returns (yield increases in output at the expense of rising marginal cutbacks
in the other).

Thus the model can be interpreted as implying a degree of

specifici-1:.y of domestic resources.

Put another way, the specification of out-

put as a Cobb-Douglas function of domestic inputs and imports (with different

coefficients for consumption and investment) captures the specificity of do
mestic resources.

1Thus

0
C = Z M

a(l-o) K(1-a)(l-o)

L

La(1...b) K( 1-a) {l••b)
I = Z Mb
;;

"
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In order to lend analytic bite to the model it is necessary to make tract
able assumptions e,bout pricing and factor choice.

Unfortunately I hav-e not yet

been abJ.e to develop an alternative to the competitive assumptions that permits
reasonably easy crank turning.

Therefore, it will be assumed that producers

aqt as if labor is supplied elastically, that product markets are elastic, and
given the existing capital stock hire
the marginal product equals price.

labor up to the point where the value of

It also will be assumed that imrestors de

mand a certain rate of return on capital and that the capital- stock is adjusted
to achieve that rate of return; thus this is a long run equil:i.brium model.
Let

W be the going wage rate,

be the equilibrium rate of return on

i

be the price of capital goods, and
of a unit of capital.

1

r = P

I

i

the nrental" rate

Then we have the following equilibrium relationships be-

tween inputs and outputs, and their prices.

(4)
K

v=
where

P

(l-a) P

(5)

r

is the ''price 11 of domestic value added.

fleets the labor employment assumpti<?n, and

Note that ( 4) simply re-

(5) is the condition under which

there will be a rate of return, i, on capital.

2

The relationships can be viewed in three ways.

-'

First, they are the

familiar "constant share" implications of a Cobb-Douglas competitive model.
1

This "eq_u:Llibri um" rate of return will later be treated as a vartable,
as will the wage rate.
2
- These equations of course are derived from solving for the cond:i.tions
under vrhich the value of the marginal product of labor equals the wage rate~

and the value of the marginal product of capi ta.l equals capital's rental
rate.

-17-

Second, at the same time they are estimating equations for a and (l-a,) which
are, simply, the observed shares at any time.

As discussed above, this simpli-

city of estimation is one of the motivations for the Cobb-Douglas formulatio~1.
Third, they are equations for the input coefficients (as a function of prices).
From the consumer goods production function:

(6)

V

c- =
where

P

C

C

'

p

(1--6) p

C

(7)

is the price of consumer goods, and E the exchange rate.

And,

from the investment goods production function:

(8)

v1

y-

=

(1--b) PI
p

PI , as above, is the price of a new capital good.

In these formulations the

value of inputs is proportional to the value of outputs;

- 18 -

not

in the fixeJ cocf [ici8 nt mode l q1J.:i ntity
prop orti.o mil to quan tity.

DB

And 6 and b can be csti: natc d fro111 one
obsei ;,iaU .on.
Fina lly we can deriv e equa tions for the
pric~ s of vario us outp uts
as a f~nc tion of the price s of vario us
inpu ts;
p

= A~

,l'

r

1-Q'
(10)

z

Eo

pl-6

_·p I = z

Eb

p J --b

-p

:=a

C

Firs t we can writ e: 1

( 11)
(12)

It rema ins to get (10) -(12 ) in terms of
the price s we will trea t as
basi c--th c rate of retur n.on capi tal,
the wogc rate, and the exclr nnge
rate.

1

Thc d0 ri vat ions a re s t r a i g h t f o n-1 c1 r J if
::edi o~s.
( 1)

1'

K
--I. w + -r
V
V

(2)

V
K

-

A(~) o: so K

-

L
K

L
V

(3)

L

-

K

(!:.) -o·

- K

·
= --·
A

V

K
V

For the firs t:

from Eq.

(1) in the text .

<½)1-u
-

== ( -Ci- )
1 - ct

A

r

w

-from Eqs.

(4) c1nd (5) in the te:,;t .

thus:
(Li)

( 5)

p --

p ==

(l

Ct'·

-

)

1-tY

(~) 1-o:

Q'

w+

(1

e

)-a ( E.)

Ci

-a r
,W·

f''/

A

a

( (~-) O'
Ci

(1

r

-

) 1-c,.
Ci

1+

( 1 -a·)

[ ( ~) Q'

O'

A

The othe r two equa tions c1re deriv ed in
the

Silr:,e

,.,c1y,

(I

r

) l -a

- o:__ _1
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=

Recall that. r

P i,
1

(10)-(12) one can dcrivc:

·Assuming foreign prices are fixccl, using
1

, (13)

( 1 -(¥) ( l - c- )

z i

_-p

(l-Q}b+u6

),

E

C

"·

z i

( 14)

( 15)

1-6
A),_

where~= u + b - ab, With u and b both positiv9• but less than one;
.
so must be ),_,
l\.10 other price equations will be useft!l,
First the
"rental" on capital:

l

Z

0'(1-bt

i" W

X

A

X

r == ----1-- b·---

1

(16)

rhe first equation it derived as fbllo~s:
( 1)

P

Z
A

= -

f

where the term in brackets is the substitut ion for ;'\__, P i from Eq,
1
(2)

b (1-0)
(3)

p

.

W~ [i Z Eb P1-b]l-~

Z i

~,

W~ E

1

'·

(12).
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Seconcl , the real wage rate--t hat is the· money wage rate divided
by
tl~e price of consum er goods:

- ( 1 --}' Hl_::!J_

w
p
C

z i

W _( l -c)·) b-f-::~§_

(i)

X

\.
(17)

.:Jl:!)
A

X

-- Notice how the structu re of importf ;, describ ed earlie r and
explic itly built i.nto the model, is reflect ed in the price equatio
ns.
Even tlw price of "domes tic inputs" is not ~nclepc ndent.o f the
exchang e
rate; the reason, of course , is the effect of the! cxchang E: rate
on the
price (and rencal) of capita l as sho,,n in Eqs. (15) and (16).

The

exchang e rate influen ces the price of consum er goods through
both the
price of machin ery and the price of interra ediatc eoods imports
.

Thus

the real wage (Eq. (17)) involve s the exch.an ge rate, as ~he diatrib
e
relatin g to the effect o~ the cos~ of living of devalu ation has
stresse d,
And i.f, as we· shall develop lat.er, it is assur.1ecl that demand
for
Colomb ian cxport~ s are sens.iti ve to the exchang e rate, one cannot
ignore
that the cost of exports may be as well.
The model obviou sly is strict) y neocla ssical.

It assume s cor.1-

peti.tiv e factor .and produc t mal"'ket s in the short run, and the
equatio n.s
.f

relate to long run equilib rium conditi ons (in the sense that
the
capita l stock is just such that the target rate of return , i,
is
achieve d).

This is a bothers ome set of assump tions.

I do not know the

extent to which the implic ations derived in the followi n~ section
s are
sensiti ve to e i. ther the Cobb-D o~glas s pcci fie at ion, or the· short
run
compo titive equilib rium assur:1p tion, or the long run cquilih riur:1

...
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assumption.

The specific quantitative results certainly are.

I suspect, how

ever, that most of the qualitative results would hold under much less restric
tive, and much more realistic; assumptions.

Certainly the implicatipns above

regarding prices are qualitatively what one would expect.

And these would ap-~

pear to be sufficient to generate the qualitative· results on inputs and outputs
<J,erived in the following sections.
An important caveat is on the time frame of the model.

The dual assump-

tions of a considerable (unitary) elasticity of substitution .among the factors,
and of short and long run equilibriums mean that the effects-of changes in
factor prices examined
overnight.
changes.

in the following sections cannot be assumed to occur

The model is concerned with the long run implications of these
I admit I do not know how long the long run is.

My conjecture is

that something like a five year adjustment perio~ is involved.

- 22 -

It now is possible to recx;1mine the co~··sumption-in vest~ent choice
set within a model tlwt aclraits· input substitutio~:

Recall the fol low

ing specification of input coefficients in the production of investment
and consumer goods in the prcsentatibn of the fixed coefficient twogap model,

Assuming the some capital lc1bor ratios in both consu8,1er nncl produce

-

1

goods production:

·'

t

Ignoring the direct import activities the -~onstraints of the two-gap
model can be rewritten: 2

...
In terms of c~pi.tnl octu,111y employe1,. K*;

('

where, of cou~se, K > K*

1E
'
.
. 1-output ratios
'
'
xar;nnation
o f_ capita
in
consumer :m d producer
goods industries sur;r;ests that this is a reasonable first approxination,
2
- The analysis will be focused on the re8ion to the 1·ight -0f "b" in
Fig, 3; hence there will not be any direct imports.

-
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In ou1· new forn1·Jla tion the const.:m t input coeffic ients nre tu·.·ncd
into variabl es, by Eqs.

(lr)-(9).

Equation s (10)-(16 ), in turn, permit

these input coeffic ients to ~o written fn tcrDs of the basic prices i,

W., and E.

The constra ints t.hen take ~he form: 1

(i -ti) (1 - b)
}!

>

.Z i

)_

t.'

£1.0__-yJ..
I
- +

<1-IJ.
A

i.L:.22. c1 .. f,)

>.

'(i)

z

i

),

),

9:.C!.:.01

<¥)

)

C

(18)

(1-6)

A

\

(19)

1

-!?.

J. <¥)'•

Z
K*
L >-----

(20)

1-b
A ,,

The relation ships have the derivati ves one would expect.

Import

requirem 0nts of a given C, I bill are negativ ely related to the

1

The first coeffici ent is derived as follous:
fromEq. (8).

.....

"•·

t'

from Eq.

Noting that

~ =

o + b - ab and simplify ing

(l-o,)(1- b)_
b Z i

)._

J.-b

A "·
"
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exchange rate, positively related to domestic factor prices

W and

i

flecting the possibilities to substitute domestj.c inputs for imports.

, re
Capital

requ:i.rer;1ents in the production of consumer goods are positively related to the
wage re:c8, reflecting that a rise in labor costs induces substitution of capi
tal for labor.

They are negatively related to the exchange rate which influ

ences the cost of a ne,;,r machine, and to the expected rate of return on capital.
Capital requirements per capital good p:toduced are related only to the expected
rate of return.

At first glance this is a strange result, bµt it reflects

simply the requirement that capital yield its

11

own 11 rate of return in the pro

duction of new ~~pital (~nd the Cobb-Douglas assumptions).
unit of capital depends negatively on
(for·the reason above) and on
For any given(¥) and.
and

Labor employed per

W , and positively on the exchange rate

i.
i

there is a set of linear constraints on

I , just as in Section II.

C

A number of arbitrary constraints, Z, in

effect pern.it us to define units as we wish.

Thus we can define both consump

tion and investment units as one peso or dollar's worth at some set of basic
input prices, just as in Section II.

Then, if we· assume that capital goods

are more import intensive and less domestic input intensive than consumer
goods (b > 6) , the

M constraint, and the

K

and

L

constraints, will have
i'

the relative slopes shoun in Fig. 3.

The special form of Eqs. (1)-(3), which

together with cost minimization imply the same capital-labor ratj_o in both
consumer and capital goods production, means that the labor and capital con-
straints have the same slope.

The

preted as the more binding of the

V
K

constraint of Section II can be inter
and

L

constraints in Fig. 3.

Wi tl1 two products, three inputs, and a gjveri set of factor prices, in
general full employment of all inputs will be impossible.

Thus in Fig. 3

- 25 -

I ,

CI

.

there ,:i,lways will be unemploy13d labor.

Further, unless .the mix of output is

right, one of the other inputs will be underemploy ed as well.

At a high

investm.::mt :rate the import const:rnint will be binding and capital w"i'll be
slack; at a high consumption r.ate the other wa·:I around.

Of course to the

right of b we cannot ignore direct imports of consumer and investor goods,
but this range will not concern us in the following analysis.

Thus we have,

in effect, re11licc.ted the two-gep model.
But· Fig. 3 assumes a given set of factor prices.

We

110w

are able to ex-

emine the effects of factor prices on the conclusions of the two-gap model.
As factor prices chang-2, the constraints will shift.

A decrease int~) 9r
-$

i will reduce the imports utilized for a given output a_nd shift out the
foreign exchange constraint. 1

Capital constraint can be shifted out by a

.
.
(w)
.
. 1.
d ec 1 inc
in
:;::;
, or an inc:cease
in
.
.e;

The labor constraint can be shifted

.
. (w).
, 1 ine
·
. 1.
.
out b ya rise
in
i or a uec
in

w combina-

There exists an i, E

tion such that, fo:c 2.ny consumption -investment ratio, full employment of all
three fe.cto:.:s is possible and will be achieved.

Further, if these factor

prices obtain, th~ output of the 0conomy, given its M,K,L, endowments, is
maxir.12,l along that C, I ray.
To see. this, a.ssume a given target ratio of

~

.

Then, ignoring the

labor constraint, one can pl?t alternative i, w
E combination s that will
assure full utilizg,tion of the capital stock and full use of given foreign
exchnnge.

The K, M. cur;e of Fig.

1

A ch!:Lnge in

is investment,

W
(E)

4 slopes down from left to right relect••

will not change capital requirement s if all of output

-27(

ing th a t an increase in either

or

i

¥ will induce a rise in

M 1
K'

Therefo re to maintain the same ratio~ an increase j_n one must be compens ated
by a decline in the other.
showing alternat ive

Similar ly, ignoring the import constra int, a curve

w pairs that
will achieve full utilizat ion of capiE

i,

tal and full employment can be drawn.

The

K, L

curve slopes up from left

w which
will itself reduce L requires a
K'
L
higher i, which itself would increase K'
for the same capital- labor ratio
to right reflecti ng that a higher

to be cost minimiz ing.

E

The two curves must cross. 2

Thus in.the fJ.ex:i.ble
I

coeffici ents model, full utilizat ion of M, K and
right factor prices.

L is possibl e, for the

In- terms of Fig. 3, for some set of factor prices, the

three constra ints can all be made to go through the same point.
Output, for a given

C, I

section set of factor prices.

ratio, will be maximal only at the inter
If factor prices E!,re in region 1 of Fig. 4,

there will be excess demand for foreign exchang e, togethe r with unemployment

·or

both labor and capital.

In region 3, there will be excess demand for do

mestic labor and capital , and excess supply of imports.

Regions 2 and

also will be marked by unemployment of at least one factor.

4

Since our basic

Cobb-Douglas model implies that the margina l product ivity of all factors
always is positive , it is clear that output cannot be maximal except at the
1

From Eqs. (6), (7), (4), -(5), and (16), one can solve for the-imp ort
capital ratio in consump tion. From eqs. ( 8) , ( 9) , ( 4) , ( 5) , and (16) , one
can solve for the ratio in investm ent. Both equation s have the form

a(l-b)
A

2The
third curve in the figure, that of constan t real wages, will be
discusse d later.

- 28 -
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I

I

I
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equ:Llibr:i.um set of factor prices.
One important implication is that, with neoclassical substitution possi
bilities available, the activity analysis frontier cannot be efficient; there
is available a neoclassical frontier that dominates it.

In Fig. 5 the inner

activity analysis frontier represents the case of·unemployed labor, even at
point

b

It replicates Fig. 4.

The analysis above demonstrates that for

another set of factor prices output can be greater along the ray.
activity analysis frontier, through point

The outer

c, is drawn for the set of factor

prices that will generate full employment of labor as well as capital and
_imports for the consumption-investment ratio indicated by points
But for other

C, I

b

and

c.

ratios, these factor prices will not be efficient, for

there will be unemployment of either domestic resources or imports.

The neo-

classical frontier (the dashed curve) is a full employment of all resources
frontier; along the activity analysis frontier full employment of all re
sources occurs at most at one point. ·
In the following section we shall map out how fact.or prices must vary
to achieve different
here that the
ratio.

C, I

ratios along the frontier.

K, M curve of Fig.

Suffice it to flag

4 has been drawn assuming a given C, I

As that ratio. changes, so does the output maximizing and full employ

ment generating set of factor prices.
Thus far we have ignored the possibility that export earnings, and
hence import capacity, may also be sensitive to factor prices.

M

p
= B + Z (3...)
.E

-

€

Assume

(21)
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B can be interpreted as net foreign borrowing.
0:1.

The form
of the second term
. ,,

the right hand s:Lde of' ( 21) assumes that only consumer goods are exported,

and that foreign exchange proceeds of exports are positively related to the
" price
·
· l10me currency. l
exchange rat·e, negs;t i. ve 1y re l at e d t o th eir
in
'1.'here is no reason, of course, why the exchange rate for exports has to
.be the same as the exchange rate for imports.

For the purposes here, how

ever, it is useful to view the two rates as being proportional ( perhaps eq_ual)
to·each other.

If this is assumed, then it easily is seen that the introduc

tion of en cxchar~.;e rgte sensitive export terms to the import supply· const:r-aint. simply makes the ·K, M curve steeper around any observed point.

For,

p

solving fo:i.'

C

E

Ecnd substituting
--E:

•

l

Jl-a)(l-8) ~ a(l-8)
.
;>..
(~)
>.

(22)

E

M = B + g -----------1

l-8
A "

Illipo":ts thus will be greater at a low

w
E

, and le.ss at a, high

w , than were
E

import capacity insensitive to the exchange rate.
Witll exports ad."Ilitted, the

C, I

the production possibility frontier.

frontier of J:ig. 5 is not, of course,
Rather, if it is to depict the consumpe

tion-investment oppo1°tunities available to the country as a whole for a given
K, L endowment, and net foreign borrowing of

B, the

represents production of consumer goods minus exports.

C of the frontier
The corresponding

I

represents investment that is possible given domestic resources and imports
(including those made possible by export proceeds, minus those resources and
imports employed in tbe production of consumer goods for home use,
1
A necessary col1dition for a positive

demand is of greater than unitary elasticity.

E

C, and

of course is that world

-32-

exports ,'1L
P"'.l.lling togethe r the results of this section , we have derived t1rn impo1·-

t2,nt implica tions of ad.rnHtin g substitu tion possibi litles -to the baste two
gap mod2l.

First, the phenomenon of underut ilizatio n 6f domestic resource s

at high investme nt rates no longer is necessa ry. .As we shall see in the
followin g section (but .which already should be intuitiv ely obvious ), a shift
.
t ment wi'11 require
.
.
.
t owar d inves
a rise
in

is to be maintain ed.

E if
W

employment of domestic inputs

But factor price adjustme nt can replace, the higher un

employment adjustme nt of the "no substitu tion 11 two-gap models.
C, I

possibi lity frontier is both pushed outward and smoothed .

Second, the
The fron-•

tie:c is still concav-e; that is, the consump tion costs of increasi ng invest
ment rise as one moves from right to left along the frontie r.
kink at

But the sharp

b is eJ.imina ted.

Of course these conclusi ons require that factor prices vary as one
uoves along the frontier .

But this would be so for any neoclas sical model.

TTegardless of technol ogical possibi lities, no price changes , no substitu tion.
And ~he qualitat ive results seem independ ent of the specific formula tion.
The adr::tission of continuo us substitu tion policie s, or even the aaraissio n of
o. finite nm.aber of differen t activi ti~s for the product ion of

C and

I,

can be expected to expand the possibi lity set, and smooth out its shape or
at least elimina te the sin·gle kink charact eristic of the two-gap models.
And related ly, one would expect to find the "redunda nt ipput" phenomenon of
the simple two-gap model converte d into a smoothe r diminish ing returns
1

.Thus Eqs. (18)-(20 ) need to be rewritte n ,rith the· supply of an input
minus its use in exports on the left hand- side.

.f'
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phenomenon where relatively full employment of all factor:s can be assured by
suitable factor price adjustments.
C, I

The qualitative implications regard.ing

possibilities thus far, then, do not seem to depend too much on the

specific formulation of the model.

I

'

V.

THE POLICY OPTIONS RECONSIDERED

The in·troduction of factor substitution possibilities suggests. that
I

domestic poticy may be far leiss helplet:ls, 111uch more poteht, in influencing
employment and growth possibilities than the simple two-gap model of Section
II suggests.

With factor substitution possibilities it is possible to itiC:i;case em-
ployn:ent without reducing investment; indeed it is possible

to

increase em

ployment and achieve an increase in investment and consumption at the same
time.

With a given capital stock ·an increase in employment (a higher labor

capital ratio) shifts the

K,L

curve of Fig. !~ to the left, for, as Eq.

L requires a lower W for any i.

(20) shows, to achieve a higher

The

E

simplest case to analyze geometrically is one of no change in the C, I ratio,
hence the

K, M curve does not shift.

The new equilibrium, with greater

employment, more consumption and investment, the same capital stock, and the
same level of imports (or imports constrained by the export Eq. (22))

1

W and a hig_her i.

requires, then, a lower

E

The same conclusion can be seen another_way.

The initial conditions

of unemployed labor, but fully employed capital and imports, are depicted by.,
point

b

in Fig.

6a.

A lower

xi. will shift the.
E

M

constraint outward

I

(by reducing the import intensity of both consumption and investment) , shift
in the labor constraint (by inducing a rise in the labor intensity of both
activ:i ties) , and pivot outwards the
1

rn either case the

K,M

K constraint (by reducin,g capital

curve of Fig. ~- does not shift.

I

.
') 1
intensity.

As shown in Fig. 6A, output along the given

unambiguously be increased.

However, a fall in

'!!!_
E

alone will lead to a fall

.· in the import-capital ratio ( as shown in footnote 1 ~ p. 29).
situation the

K

and

M

ray will

C, I

Thus in the new

constraints will intersect to the left of

tqere will be slack imports.

A rise ir1

j_

c

and

will then be required to restore

the old capital-import ratio (which is necessary if fu11 employlhent of both
is

to

be maintained).

crease in . i

It is clear that some decrease in

and some in-

is capable of achieving the situation of Fig. 6. B.

L constraints have been made to coincide.
at

w
E,

They intersect the

The
M:

K

and

constraint

d .
The discussion above smacks of the possibility of getting something

for nothing.

This is both true and untrue.

It is true in the sense that

the option is open to get. both more consumption and more investment.
Keynesian situation obtains.
curve on Fig.
C and

The

It is untrue in that, as the real wage rate

4 shows an increase in employment {with balanced increase in

I) will require a reduced real wage rate for people who are employed.

The shifted left

K, L

curve means that the real wage rate at the new

higher employment equilibrium is unambiguously lower.

'fhus there is a ten-

sion between higher employment and lower real wages for those employed.
_f'

This is a classical tension, and a politically real one in such countries as
Colombia.
Given a level of employment,.the costs of shifting the mix of output
toward more investment, less consumption, are clearly real.

But in this
·,

mo de 1 this shift is at least possible to accomplish without the added costs
11

rhe K and C constraints still must have the same slope--thus the
L constraint must pivot as well.
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of increasing unemployment.

In this model, as t-he fixed coefficient one, in

vestment is more import intensive, less domestic resource intensive, than
consumption.

Thus an increase in investment relative to consumptio,n will

require a reduction in the import intensity of both.

This will require a

dee.line in the price of domestic inputs relative to imports.
Fig.

In terms of

h, an increase in the investment-cons umption ratio shifts downward the

K, M curve.

1

The

K, L

curve does not change reflecting the assumed equal-

ity of the capital labor ratio in consumption and investment,.
symmetry to the analysis in the preceding paragraph) .

(Note

Full employment of

w and
a

all factors in the post shift situation thus requires a decline
decline in

the

E

i .

As above, it also is possible to show this conclusion in terms of
shifts in the constraints.
of all inputs at point

d

Starting from the conditions of full employment
in Figs. 6. Band 6. C., a decrease in

W
E

·11

Wl.

shift out the import constraint, shift in the labor constraint, and pivot
the capital constraint, just as before.

Point

e~

with a higher ratio of

investment to consumption, now is achievable with full employment of im
ports and labor.

But with a fall in· W and no decl_ine in
E

capital ratio will rise.

as well as of

the labor

With the labor constraint binding both before

and after the shift; capital now must be redundant.

i,

i,

Thus a decline in

w , is required
for full employment of all resources to

E

be achieved at the higher ratio of investment to consumption.
Putting both maneuvers together indicates the wide range of policy
'"
1
This is because for a given· W , a reduction in domestic input
price relative to E means a lower Ei .

-38'.i

options availa,ble in a situation where initially there is unemployed labor.
It is clear that a given increase in employment can be used totally to in-
crease investment, or totally to increase consumption , or any of a wide
variety of combination s in between--th e proportiona l increase in
I.

case is no magic.

in

C and

the

C, I

I

C and

As shown in Fig. 7, the frontier of possible increases

from a given increase in employment must be concave (just as

frontier in general must be concave). 1

A greater -:;han propor

tional increase in investment will require a greater decline. in
smaller rise in

i , than the proportiona l increase case; a greater than

proportiona l increase in
of an increase in

W

-E , and a

i .

C

will require less of a decline in

This makes good economic sense.

w

E, more

The increase in

w
employment relative to the capital stock calls ·ror a decline in E
relative to

i,

but any point along this new

new higher labor-capit al ratio.

K,L

schedule will sustain the

Since investment is more import intensive

than consumption , a high investment-c onsumption ratio requires a higher ex
change rate relative to

W and

i

than does a high consumption -investment

ratio.

Just as with the two--gap formulation , it is possible to translate the
C,I

choice set of the new classical·m odel into a growth rate, consumption
.(?

rate diagram.

(See Fig. 8.)

In contrast to the fixed coefficient model,

where there is a fixed capital--val ue added ratio and hence the growth rate
is uniquely related to
1

f , in the neoclassical model the growth rate also

This is the well known implication of linear homogeneous production
~nctiorn~, wi thMone of the goods (investment ) employin~. a differen~ factor
mix ( a higher V ) than the other. The formal proof will not be ·g:Lven
here.
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is related to the capital-labor ratio, the rate of g:r:owth of the labor force,

and productivity growth.

But taking these variables as given, one can de•-

ri ve Fig. 8 from Fig. 6.
In Fig. 8, if the target growth rate exceeds
foreign exchange ngap.n
say at point ·· b,

g ,

there will be a

But if we are to the right of the savings constraint,

increases in savings can do more to close the gap than

is implied by the fixed coefficient model.

Further, if we are on the savings

constraint, but there is unemployed labor, by moving to the neoclassical
frontier the gap can be reduced.
Notice that with the smoothing out of the frontier---the disappearance
of the kink--there also disappears the split of the diagram into two re
gimes---one with high growth returns from a shift left of the savings con
straint and low returns to increased import capacity, the other with high
returns to greater import capacity and low returns to a higher savings rate.
Instead there are smooth diminishing returns to both increased savings and
increased aid alone, and complementarity between them.

The diminishing re

turns to increased savings (reduced consumption) simply reflects the di
minishing returns to domestic inputs, holding imports constraint.

Diminish

ing returns to aid reflects the same_phenomenon the other way.
That aid yields gree.ter returns in terms of growth at a high savings
rate than at a low one is• retained in this model~ reflecting the greater
import intensity of investment.

But an increase in aid increases the mar

ginal productivity, in terms of growth, of increased domestic savings.
Thus substitution possibilities mean that domesti.c policy can do more
to increase employment., can have greater- impact alone on growth, and is
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more important as a complement to foreign aid in·influencing the growth rate,
than the fixed coefficient twb-gap model implies.

_Ho-w-ever, achievement of

these potentialities depends on_ the iristruments of policy that a government
can employ.

In particular, the:ir achievement requires, first, that the

government have some ability to influence the

C, I

level and mix; and

second, that it be able to influence the equilibri urn rate of return on capi-•
tal and the effective exchange rate.
I shall not discuss here the assumption, implicit in ~he b_asic two
ga:p mode 1 as well as in the neoclassical variant, that government spending,

taxing, and credit policy can move consumption and in.vestment to any point
within the constraint set.

Similarly I shall simply assume (naively) that

the government can control the long run rate of interest and the eq_uiliI:.•-•

.brium rate of return on capital.
For what I want to focus on, and stress, is the role of the real
effective exchange rate (in my model

E/W) as an instrument of employment

and growth policy in a foreign exchange constrained economy.

The effective

exchange rate, indeed all prices, are repressed in the conventional two
gap formulation.

The preceding analysis suggests that if there are sub

stitution possibilities, increasing the effective exchange rate may proI'

vide the way out of.the impass of being able to increase neither employment
nor investment (without reducing the other) because of the foreign exchange
constraint.
An increase in

E/W

permits and stimulates import substitution,

enabling an increase in the employment of domestic factors (principally
labor) or a shift toward greater production of' the more import intensive

good (investment ) without causing an increase in pressure on balance of pay~
ments.

What the exchange rate ( or exchange rate structure) ought to be

clearly is a function of objectives; the level of the effective exchange rate
may be extremely important in determining the extent to which objectives can
be met.

If a higher growth rate and more employment is wanted tha~ currently

is being achieved, an :in-'.!rease in the effective exchange rate may be the key
to enabling better performance .

Of course, if higher wages for the employed

rather than greater employment is the objective, or higher c_onsumption rather
than more :i.nvestment, then the "optimal" exchange rate would. be lower.
To most people the idea that the optimal exchange rate is a function
of policy objectives seems reasonable enough.

Yet there seems some resis-

tance to an implication that one cannot define, much less measure, the equi
librium exchange rate independent ly of policy objectives.

I will not engage,

here, in any exegesis of' the conditions under which the optimal exchange rate
will also be the rate that equilibrate s supply and demand for foreign ex
change in a competitive exchange market.

Yet whether or not these conditions

hold, it obviously is the case that the equilibrium exchange rate is not
independent of a nation's objectives, or, more accurately, the policies
employed to pursue them.

If a countr·y is willing to tolerate a high un

employment rate and a low growth rate, the equilibrium , as well as the
11

optimal 11 exchange rate, obviously is lower than if policies are pursued

to reduce unemployment and increase investment.

The demand for foreign

exchange obviously will be lower in the first case tban in the second and
so will, and ought, its price.

;;;

Thus the equilibr ium exchange rate certainl y does reflect objectiv es
and policies pursuing them, and it should,

.,

Let us conside r the equation s

of demand and supply of foreign exchang e.

t'

. ,.r,,
.... ,-.--.:,, .,,

Equatio n (18) (reprod uced b~low) defines the demand for foreign
exchan ge.
a(l-b)
·M

::: z

>..

i

(18)

I + Z i

For a ~iven produc tion of I and C, demand will be negativ ely related
to the exchang e rate di vide<l by the wage rate, positiv ely related
to

the equilib rium rate of return on capita l, for the reasons discuss ed
If· we assume t h at 1' an d E
W are on t h e K
,
'-, L cu'rve
o f F.ig. 4 ,

..
ear 1 ier.

import demand is a functio n of C and I, given K, L.

This.is shown

in Fig. 9.

Equatio n (22) (reprod uced for conven ience) defines tl1e supply
of foreign exchan ge.

M.= B

+g

Z

[i

(22)

The supply will vary positiv ely with the exchang e rate divided by the
money wage rate, negativ ely with the equilib rium rate of return on
capita l (which enters the cost of consum er goods for export ),

If we

assume. a given ~mploy ment of capita l an~ labor, i is an increa sing

w and we
functio n of .E,
can then draw a supply curve of fo"reign exchang e
as a functio n of

. ) 1
ratio.

1

!

(with i varying so as to mainta in the capita l-labo r

(If we wisb we can assume supply is fixed, of course ,)

.

From Eq. (20).

..,
.e
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Wei now can follow the policy maneuvers examineq. earlier in this section
in terms of the demand for and supply of' foreign exchange.

An increase in

employment, with an associated rise in output of consumer or investo,r goods,
obviously shifts the demand curve of foreign exchange to the right.
increase in

i

relative to

The

w required
. to achieve the higher labor capital
E

ratio shifts the supply curve to the left.

Thus the concli.J.Sion, described

earlier in terms of Fig. 5, that an increase in employment requires an in
crease in .the equilibrium effective exchange rate is transparently obvious
in te:tms of analysis of demand for- e.nd supply of foreign exchange.
The increase in

I

relative to

C , holding

also shifts the demand curve to the right. 1
above does not shift.
I

relative to

C

K and

L constant,

The supply curve as defined

Here, again, the earlier result that an increase in
E

requires an increase in

W, described in terms of Fig.

4~ is transparent when one considers what happens to the demand for and
supply of foreign exchange.
TJ1~ supply of and demand for foreign exchange diagram also permits us
to in~erpret Colombia's recent economic malaise within the framework of the
1nodel.

The falloff of coffee prices in the mid 1950 's can be interpreted

as e, shift to the left in the supply. of foreign exchange schedule facing
Colombia (Fig. 9), or a shift dovm in the
employment equilibrium

to

K, M curve (Fig. 4).

For full

b~ maintained this required either an allocation

of resou:cces awa:,1_ from investment and toward consumption ( which would con
serve on foreign exchange) or an increase in
1

i

which would both increase

This is not immediately obvious from the. equations because of the
constants Z. However, other equations imply that the import intensity
of investment exceeds that of consu.rnption.

)

i
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foreign exchange earnings-and tend to push down the import intensity of both
investment and consumption.
The 1960 development plan calls, if anything, for an increase in the
investment rate.

The implication that this required an effective exchange

r1;1,te above the level of the period prlor to the coffee price decline appears
not to have been recognized.

The result is that the system has operated in

region 4 of Fig. 4----excess demand for foreign exchange, excess supply· of
domestic inputs.

The investment rate has in fact .fallen, but not sufficient-

.

ly to avoid the development of significant domestic slack.
time devaluation has been undertaken.

l

From time to

But almost always the target has

been (implicitly) to restore the effective exchange rate of the mid 1950's;
not to achieve a higher rate.

As a result, even after effective devalua

tions the:ce still have been the "two--gap 11 symptoms, and a belief has de
veloped that they are a necessary fact of life.

The possibility that the

effective exchange rate target has been set too low for the achievement of
Colombia's growth and employment objectives--tha t the 1950 rate is a false
parity•-·•does not appear to have received as much consideration as it should.

1

The decline of course has not been deliberate.

